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Cycling Victoria wish to make the following submission to the Legislative Committee to address the
Road Safety Road Rules (Overtaking Bicycles) Bill 2015.
1.0 Introduction
Cycling Victoria (‘CV’) is the peak governing body for cycling in Victoria. Cycling Victoria has 8,000
members and 18,000 participants in CV programs. Cycling Victoria also strives to improve
participation in cycling by running a range of development programs for junior and adult cyclists,
including an emphasis on rider skills and safety through the delivery of bike safety program
throughout Victoria.
Cycling Victoria counts among its members Tour de France champion Cadel Evans and Australian
Road Champion Simon Gerrans. Cadel Evans has been a constant leader in endorsing road safety
initiatives including recently adding his name to the Queensland and Tasmania minimum passing
distance petitions.
Cycling Victoria members are also amongst the most highly active road users training most days of
the week. Having to take to the roads to training their encounters with traffic is all too often and
real. Motorist caused incident with Melbourne‐based World Track Champion Shane Perkins and,
German rider, Maximilan Levy when Melbourne hosted the 2012 World Track Championship. This
show that even the most experienced and skilled cyclists are still susceptible to the risks inherent in
cycling on Victorias roads.
3.0 Current Situation:
Analysis of road traffic fatalities and serious injuries in Victoria over the last decade demonstrate
that the number of cyclists who are killed or seriously injured has risen, while for all road users
combined, the number killed or seriously injured has declined. Hence, the proportion of people
killed or seriously injured who are cyclists is steadily increasing. This indicates that road safety
measures in Victoria are improving safety for car occupants, but are not benefiting cyclists to the
same extent. The proposed Amendment along with education and behavioural change will ensure
significant change in addressing this disparity.
4.0 Government Policy
The new Victorian Government cycling strategy will ties directly to the issue of minimum passing
distance. In particular ‘Improving cyclists safety’. As highlighted in section 3.0 this new legislations
will provide an immediate initial step in reaching this strategy.

4.0 Minimum Passing Distance
Central to the safety of any cyclists is the need for a clear and safe area to ride. In many cases this is
not provided when motorists are passing. Motorists already have the ability to overtake by one
metre or more depending on the road, but research over the last ten years shows that many drivers
openly admit to refusing to allow cyclists enough room when passing. This is concerning when you
consider that safety is a prime concern for existing and potential cyclists.
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International leadership has seen in some 21 States in US have introduced minimum passing
distance legislation. Several European countries have also introduced a 1 m rule including UK and
France.
The current Victorian Legislation only requires cars to “provide sufficient distance” when passing a
bike. The current rule (“sufficient” distance) is unenforceable and according to the police, it has
never been enforced unless there has been a collision.
Recommendations
Regulatory Responses
1. Implementation of the minimum passing distance regulations of 1.5m for cars when over 60
km/h and 1m at or below 60km/h.
Education
2. An education campaign that reminds all road users about their requirement for minimum
passing distance similar to the ‘A Metre Matters’ campaign by the Amy Gillet Foundation ;
3. Alignment with work already undertaken domestically and overseas;
4. Mandatory Driver Training.
Enforcement
1. Providing simple reporting solutions for cyclists;
2. Mandating Demerit Points;
3. Creating ‘Crack Down’ Periods.
5.0 Recommendations (Explained)
5.1
Implementation of the minimum passing distance regulations of 1.5m for cars when over
60 km/h and 1m at or below 60km/h.
The new laws will take the guess‐work out of calculating a safe passing distance, so everyone can
share the road. This has already been successfully implemented in Australia and overseas.
5.2

Support Education Initiatives

A variety of educational support campaigns should be made available as part of the legislative
change. The following section reviews these options.
5.21 An education campaign that reminds all road users about their requirement for minimum
passing distance similar to the ‘A Metre Matters’ campaign by the Amy Gillet Foundation
Amongst the cycling community there is still little understanding of how serious a dooring incident
can be. VicRoads has reported that on average, there are 1500 serious injuries and bike rider
collisions which only a handful would be attributed to the car. It is also well‐established that cycling
serious injuries reported to Police.
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The ‘A Metre Matters’ Campaign by the Amy Gillett Foundation has been highly successful in the
message around safe cycling distances.
Additionally work by the TAC has been successful for campaigns for Motorcyclists since 2002
including:






Vice Versa
Protective Clothing
The Ride
Put Yourself in their Shoes
Reconstruction

Each of these campaigns has raised awareness of motorcyclist safety and cars with great success.
There is a need for investment in critical media safety messages for both cyclists and drivers to share
the road.
Additionally support messages for peak motoring bodies will be critical to ensure that all road users
are aware of any road rule change.
5.22

Interstate and Road Safety Campaigns

A number of jurisdictions throughout Australia have conducted campaigns around safe passing
distance. Each of these has seen success and their learning should be incorporated in any planning.
This should also include:




Public figures
Sport Stars
Every day people

Additionally road safety groups such as ‘Bike Safe and Road Safe’ have done a number of campaigns
around
5.23

Educating Drivers

Driver education and testing should include mandatory education and passing. This should both be
theoretical and practical in nature to ensure that new drivers are well aware of the requirements
when passing a cyclist. This should also connect with driver education centres to provide training of
safe cyclist passing.
5.3 Enforcement
While it is understood that minimum passing distance can be difficult to police it does not make it’s
implementation any less important. Recent data from South Australia has demonstrated that the
law can be enforced and is more successful than previously ‘vague’ definitions of dangerous passing.
Some key factors in the implementation of the MPD include:
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Using available technology (e.g. bike cameras) to allow simple bike camera submissions by
riders as evidence of breaches of the rules.
‘Crack‐down’ periods on vehicles during operations like ‘Operation Halo’ in key areas;

Both of these enforcement tools will allow greater enforcement and education with all road users
about the minimum passing distance and allow greater effectiveness of implementation.

6.0 Summary
Representing 8,000 members and supported by 20,000 cyclist who take part in our programs
annually support these amendments to the Road Safety Act proposed.
Cycling Victoria would strongly support an education and safety campaign for both drivers and
cyclists to accompany this amendment to the Road Safety (2015).
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